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A cosy indoor experience for your customers outside.
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Monetise areas which are costing
money and opportunities, currently
contributing nothing

Our unique Dining Pods
are a multi-purpose
portable dome shaped
structure that can
transform your outside
area and can be used as
a stylish space.
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The pods are not only a
fabulous addition to
private gardens but are
also used by pubs,
hotels, restaurants and
other commercial
ventures to
monetise outdoor areas.
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Perfect as an outside
entertainment area,
these dinning pods are
a quirky alternative to a
costly structure. 
Perfect for:
- Restaurants
- Hotels
- Pubs
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DINING POD - PVC
A cosy indoor experience for your customers outside.



Price
Dining Pod - PVC 
£980.00+VAT

Delivery: Free
Assembly:  2 people 3 Hours

Diameter: 4m 
Base area: 10m2
Entrance: h 180cm x w 70cm
Max height: 220cm
Can be stored away in packaging: 40cm x

Wind resistant up to 50-62km/h (when

Maximum snow load capacity: 40kg
Hot galvanized steel tube with plastic dipping 
frame: Φ25*1.5mm
1100gsm transparent PVC fabric cover
Lifespan: 5 years

       79cm x 32cm

       properly fixed with the anchorage kit)

Features



Seat up to 6-8 people
for an intimate social

distancing experience.

No
Foundation
Necessary
Simply anchor it with the anchoring

system provided. Alternatively we can
build you a bespoke outdoor area to seat

you dining pods.  A sandbag system is
included as an alternative method of

anchoring.

Keep Cool
With
Window
Vents

Increase
Dining Space
for Safe Social

Distancing 

If the British summer does reward us
with a once a decade scorcher and the

internal temperature proves a little
warm during the heat of the day, simply
open the windows and door for a cooling

self-ventilating breeze.

Portable and easy to move even when
assembled
Stable and resilient frame made from white
polyvinyl
No Foundation Necessary - simply anchor it
with the anchoring system provided
Cover: Transparent soft PVC
Window Vents: 1
Seats up to 6-8 people



Includes: standard frame, PVC cover,
anchorage kit (can be used on both soft turf or
a solid patio) and assembly instructions. There
is also a neat mini-sandbag system ring in the
base which offers additional peace of mind if
you want to keep your dinning pod up year
round or  indeed if you'd rather not use the

anchoring kit.

Enjoy the
Outdoors

Whatever the
Season

100%
Recyclable

Under proper conditions, the transparent
cover has a life span of min. 2 years. Our
amazing dining pods are 100% made from
recyclable materials!

Perfect to test popularity and for longer
lasting structures talk to us about other
more durable dining pod products.

Built to Stand the British
weather

Transparent soft PVC
cover; Wind resistant,
water resistant and
snow proof. With two
window vent for extra
ventalation.
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Hard wearing frame
that is rust and rot free,
made with high-quality,
non-corrosive recyclable
materials.
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Please note that in adverse
weather conditions such as
high winds or storms remove
the cover to prevent tearing
as shop-pods can not be held
responsible for damage in
these circumstances.
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DINING POD 
- POLYCARBONATE

A cosy indoor experience for your customers outside.



Price
Dining Pod - Polycarbonate
£3,300.00 +VAT

Delivery: Free
Assembly:  2 people 4-6 Hours

Diameter: 3.6m
Base area: 10m2
H230cm x L360cm x W360cm
Door width: 71cm (can fit a standard size wheelchair through)
PVC rollable door with two zippers
Temperature resistance: -50°C to +80°C
Hardened aluminium door frame
Rain, wind, snow and UV protected, use it all year round
Noise-cancelling acoustic properties
Easy to move and store
Includes tools, step by step instructions and cleaning kit
Lifespan: 10 years

Features



Soical Distance
Seats up to 8

People
Make the most of your outdoor

space. This pod is an extra spacious
3.6 - meter diameter and sits 6-8

people and has a convenient build
in sliding door. Perfect for safe

social distancing.

Enjoy The
Outdoors All

Year 
With the amazing polycarbonate

Garden Pod! This unique frameless dome
shaped structure is sure to transform

your garden or outdoor area. 
 

Made from over 100
hexagonal glass-like panels, this pod really

does blur the lines between the
indoors and outdoors.

Noise-cancelling
Acoustic Properties

The polycarbonate Garden Pod has a unique
stylish design that uses noise cancelling

technology to create a peaceful atmosphere
inside and out.



Built to Last 
Resistant to rain and violent winds, 200 x

stronger than glass (virtually unbreakable!).
Overlapping hexagonal panels allows water

to drip all the way to the ground meaning no
leaks! Come with a 2 year manufacturers
warranty covers manufacturing faults /

defects only, not misuse or damages
arising from adverse weather conditions.

No Ongoing
Maintenance

Just check the bolts and anchors occasionally
plus a good clean every now and then!

polycarbonate requires minimum
maintenance. To keep it in a good shape

clean it regularly with a lukewarm water and
cleaning kit provided. We advise to remove

larger dirt such as leaves, mud, bird
droppings, etc. as quickly as possible.

No
Foundation
Necessary
Simply anchor it with the anchoring

system provided. Alternatively we can
build you a bespoke outdoor area to seat

you dining pods.  A sandbag system is
included as an alternative method of

anchoring.



Ventilation
Windows 

Add openable window panels for extra
ventilation and to keep cool. Helping prevent
condensation from forming on the inside of
your dome. You can install up to 3 vents per
dome. Each vent must be positioned above

the pentagonal sections.

Easy to
Dismantle
and Store

The Polycarbonate Dining Pod weighs
100kgs and is rigid enough to be moved

when fully built with 4 – 5 people.  You can lift
it over furniture if you decide you want to

move it to a sunny or shady spot.

100%
Recyclable

Made from 100% recyclable polycarbonate
panels connected together using stainless

steel screws.

Ventalation Window +£95.00+VAT



DINING POD 
- FRAMED POLYCARB

A cosy indoor experience for your customers outside.



Price
Dining Pod - Framed Polycarb
£4,900.00+VAT

Delivery: Varied
Assembly:  2 people 2-4 Hours

Features
Diameter: 4m 
Base area: 10m2
Entrance: h 180cm x w 70cm
Max height: 240cm
Wind resistant up to 100km/h
Temperature can withstand -30℃ -+70℃
Solid Steel frame construction
Flame-retardant
Self cleaning
Waterproof, moisture proof 
UV Proof and Pressure resistanct
Will not discolour over time
Lifespan: 15 years



The Transparent Steel Dining Pod has one of the most beautiful elegant designs
with a clean crisp finish. This inspiring pod is sure to get your business noticed and

demand admiration in any surrounding.

The stable and resilient frame made from fire retardant tough polycarbonate and will last for 15
years. It comes with a 1-year manufacturer’s warranty covers manufacturing faults, defects only.

The frame also comes with an 8-year manufacturer warranty.

Stylish Design

The polycarbonate shell is lighter and 200x stronger than glass. It is also fully UV
proof, Pressure resistant and Will not discolour over time.

Built to Stand the British weather

Simply anchor it with the anchoring system provided. Alternatively, we can build
you a bespoke outdoor area to seat you dining pods.

No Foundation Necessary

Sturdy, Durable and Long Lasting



When assembled the dining pod offers a 360° window on the world. Aside from
looking great and providing an amazing view from within, the dome gently

retains heat on cool summer evenings making it a perfect retreat. 

Give Your Customers a Special Experience

Increase Dining Space for Safe
Social Distancing

Make the most of your outdoor space. This pod is an extra spacious 4- meter
diameter and sits 6-8 people and has a convenient build in sliding door. Perfect

for safe social distancing. 

The outer shell is made with self-cleaning polycarbonate sheet which has a
unique hydrophobic coating, it reduces the outside surface tension, causing

larger water droplets to form and wash away most of the dirt.

Dining pods are a great way to market your business, giving you a unique selling
point that sets you apart from the competition. Many customers will want to book

the pod space well in advance but will then be happy to book a table if they are full. 

Unsurprisingly many of our clients have been able to get great PR and positive
reviews from the dining pods as it adds a new aspect to the dining experience.

Easy to Keep Clean

PR and Marketing Opportunities


